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Example Implementation (Combined Science Downlink) 
Example Implementation (Separate Science Downlink) 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
AMS Asynchronous Message Service
BP Bundle Protocol
BSP Bundle Security Protocol
CBHE Compressed Bundle Header Encoding
CCSDS Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
CFDP CCSDS File Delivery Protocol
CGBA Commercial Generic Bioprocessing Apparatus
CGR Contact Graph Routing
CU University of Colorado Boulder
DARN DTN Academic Research Network
DEN DTN Engineering Network
DRTS Data Relay and Tracking Satellite
DSN Deep Space Network
DTN Delay (Disruption) Tolerant Networking
ECOS Extended Class of Service
EO‐1 Earth Observing Satellite ‐ 1
EPOXI Extrasolar Planet Observation and Characterization Deep Impact Extended Investigation
ESOC European Space Operations Center
HOSC Huntsville Operations Support Center
IOAG  Internet Operations Advisory Group
ISS International Space Station
LTP Licklider Transmission Protocol
MCC Mission Control Center
MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NEN Near Earth Network
SCaN Space Communications and Navigation
SISG Space Internetworking Strategy Group
SSI Solar System Internet
TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol
TDRS Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
TKSC Tsukuba Space Center
WG Working Group
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